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Abstract– One of the major problems in Service Oriented 

Architecture is ensuring a secure infrastructure environment. 

SOA play a major role in providing security standards for the 

web and hence there is intensification in the need for developing 

a secure framework. The major objective of this review is to 

analyze various frameworks for Service Oriented Architectures, 

to compare and contrast its pros and cons. The paper discusses 

various security threats and vulnerabilities an SOA can have in 

today’s scenario and also various security services offered by 

SOA. The paper finally comes with a proposal of secure SOA 

framework model. 

  

Index Terms– SOA, Authorization & Security Service, 

Authorization Service and Intelligent Data Mining in SOA 
 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

HE Service Oriented Architecture is defined as an open, 

agile, extensible, federated and composable architecture 

comprised of autonomous QoS capable, vendor diverse, 

interoperable, discoverable and potentially reusable services 

implemented as Web-Service for organizing and utilizing 

distributed capabilities that may be under the control of 

different ownership domains [1]. SOA can establish an 

abstraction of business logic and technology which provides 

loose coupling between these domains [2]. 

An SOA block can either acts as Service Provider or as 

Service Consumer. The Service Provider creates a web 

service and possibly publishes its interface and access 

information to service registry. The provider also has to 

decide what category of service should be listed in for given 

broker service and what sort of trading partner service are 

required to use the service. The Service Consumer or WS-

Client locates entries in broker registry using various find 

operations and then binds to Service Provider inorder to 

invoke one of its services. Whichever Service the Service 

Consumer needs, they have to take it into the brokers, and 

then bind it with respect to respective service and then use it. 

One of the major design issues of SOA is meeting its 

security requirements, since it affects interaction of services 

and applications in SOA environment [3]. With the 

introduction of Web 2.0, Web 3.0 and second generation 

internet based services, the traditional security approaches 

such as Secure Socket Layer/ Transport Layer Service 

(SSL/TLS), and Virtual Private Network (VPN) become 

obsolete. Hence the organization should extend SOA security 

framework to adopt with these new generation technologies 

[4]. The various aspects of SOA security are Authentication, 

Privacy, Auditing and Authorization. Authentication entails 

identity validation, Privacy guarantees disclosure of 

individuals data such as user identity and resource location, 

Auditing guarantee’s that the messages sender cannot deny 

having send it and Authorization which establishes what 

action a user is allowed to perform [2], [5]. 

Ideally a security framework for an SOA should emphasize 

particular aspect of protection that is designed for web 

services as it is considered as the backbone of SOA 

implementation [2], [4]. An important approach to the 

problem of security is represented by the development of 

policy based security services providing all functions for 

security management relevant to applications. WS-Policy and 

WS-Federation as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Despite the promising features of Web Service Security 

standards, the main challenge in SOA is the choices of variety 

of security policies available for the service provider and 

consumer to achieve both straight forward and secure inter 

communication [7]. There is always a conflict between loose 

service access that the service consumer may ask for and the 

security policies that the service provider may insist upon. 

The service provider needs these security policies to prevent 

any vulnerability that may result from unconditional and 

unsafe access requested by service consumer. This conflict 

requires providing an intermediary between service providers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Roadmap of Web Service Security Specification [6] 
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and consumer to organize policy concerns [4], [8]. 

The WS- Security standards are not designed for 

compatibility with SOA applications and enterprise 

characteristics such as reusability and agility, since security 

policies in those standards are not easily reused and 

maintained among various SOA enterprises [9]. This paper 

analyzes various key security requirements in a service 

Requirements in a Service oriented architectures and various 

SOA security frameworks that meets these security 

requirements. 

II. SOA SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

The major security requirements for ensuring security in 

service oriented environment are:- 

A. User Authentication 

The service must able to authenticate the user to ensure 

validity of users. The service must able to identify the user 

which requests the service is the one who claims to be [10].   

B. Access Control 

The service must enforce certain constraints upon that are 

accessing the service. Service must enforce specified security 

policy related to access control. Access is to be granted based 

on their authentication. Access control handled through key 

management [11]. 

C. Service Usage 

User can limit the actions of service; the user may wish to 

limit actions that the service can use in their system. Service 

usage is very much system and policy dependent [10]. 

D. Confidentiality 

Unauthorized users should not access content of service 

used by an authorized user. Confidentiality is ensured by 

encrypting the communication [12].  

E. Integrity  

Integrity of service being used must be protected. The 

service produces intended content that should not be altered 

by an unauthorized person. Integrity is ensured on the 

communication layer [11]. 

F. Availability  

Availability of services needs to be available according to 

the service level agreement. Availability is achieved in 

network layer. There are two types of availability: availability 

of network resource and availability of service [11].  

G. Privacy 

Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups, and institutions 

to determine for themselves, when, how and to what extend 

information about them is communicated to others. Privacy is 

the ability to disclose information to other parties and under 

what circumstances [13]. 

III. SOA SECURITY FRAMEWORKS 

A.  A New Security Framework against Web Services XML 

attacks in SOA 

This work proposes a new security framework by 

combining Web-Service Security standards such as XML 

encryption and XML signatures, to resolve XML security 

threats especially WSDL attacks [11], [14]. The proposed 

framework is aimed at protecting web service against possible 

XML attacks such as Recursive Payloads, oversized Payloads, 

and WSDL attacks such as WSDL Scanning and WSDL 

tampering WSDL is a popular XML file format used for 

describing web services [8], [15]. The attackers analyze and 

misuse WSDL information and tamper with parameters 

within WSDL documents so WSDL contains all the 

information about web services [15]. So if there wouldn’t be 

any kind of security on WSDL the attackers can easily 

discover the Web services. The proposed framework also uses 

asymmetric encryption to provide security of WSDL files and 

protect them against WSDL attacks. Initially Service Provider 

requests for pair of keys (private and public) from TWS 

(Trust Web Service) using SOAP. TWS is responsible for 

generating public and private key. The TWS sends a SOAP 

request to XKMS to store the generated public key; XKMS 

pass this message to PKI. PKI deliver the response to public 

key storage to XKMS which pass it to TWS [16]. 

  

 
Fig. 2. Framework against Web Service XML attacks [15]. 

 

 Advantages 

It does not need any secure channel to distribute the key. 

It is not necessary to create shared key for each connection. 

The key once created may be used many times. 

Disadvantages 

It does not support symmetric encryption. Symmetric 

encryption is useful for synchronous transmission of SOAP 

messages and for faster encryption. 
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This framework affords more cost since infrastructure 

needed to manage public and private keys are huge. 

It uses complex infrastructure. 

B. Intelligent Security And Access Control Over SOA 

This paper proposes intelligent SOA security framework by 

introducing two most promising services: Authentication and 

Security Service (NSS) and Authorization Service (AS). 

These services are constructed as an extension of WS security 

standards with addition of intelligent mining techniques 

inorder to improve performance and effectiveness [17]. In this 

paper three different mining techniques are used: association 

rule which help to predict the attacks, Online Analytic 

Processing Cubes for Authorization, and clustering and 

mining algorithm that facilities access control rights 

representation and automation [18]. The main benefits in 

using data mining are prediction of potential attack on receipt 

of SOAP messages and to classify service consumers based 

on request message and the attacks that these messages may 

cause [19]. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Intelligent security Access Control over SOA [22] 

 

Authentication and Security Service (NSS)-It is divided 

into two basic parts: authentication and intelligent security. 

The authentication part is responsible for authenticating 

service consumers which uses different types of 

authentication tokens: the intelligent security sections main 

function is to drop or accept incoming request SOAP 

messages through the use of data mining core. The intelligent 

cores uses Association rule for predicting web attack that may 

occur. The main functionality of proposed NSS therefore 

includes authenticating the service consumers, parsing the 

incoming SOAP message requests, storing security 

components inside database, blocking potential attack that 

harm the service provider by utilizing mining engine 

embedded in it [18], [20].  

The main structure of NSS can be divided into four parts. 

First the consumer sends SOAP message to request for a 

service on providers side. Secondly, the Authentication part of 

NSS authenticate service consumer by validating his/her 

credential and forwards SOAP message request to intelligent 

part. Then, the Intelligent Security part of NSS parse the 

SOAP message store security features inside security 

database, predicts the attacks that arise from SOAP message 

using Association rule mining and classify the service 

consumer accordingly based on degree of trust level which 

depends on number of suspicious SOAP messages send. 

Finally a security report is generated to Service provider and 

SOAP message response forwarded to consumer informing 

whether the request is accepted or denied [17]. 

Authorization service - Authorization Service (AS) is 

another intelligent security service on proposed SOA security 

framework. AS is responsible for authorization. AS uses 

OLAP cube for classifying users as well as objects and their 

associated authorization roles on the basis of common 

attributes they have. The interaction between the authorization 

roles and vector framework manages access control 

requirements for web services in an SOA environment. 

Authorization Structure is an Attribute Role Based Access 

Control model which is a hybrid of Role Based Access 

Control and Attribute Based Access Control technique [17], 

[19]. 

The data mining can predict possible attacks by examining 

the correlation among violations as well as security features 

and policies to produce a new security strategy. The mining 

can easily recognize relationship between authentication 

token such as user-id/password and potential security threat 

that result from that token. In recognizing the relationship 

between violations and applied token, the mining model 

produces a rule. This rule illustrates security challenges in 

service provider’s side. As a result the administrator in service 

provider’s side can change security policy to deploy stronger 

token or hybrid token for authentication and thus improving 

security. The mining technique also used to classify security 

ratings of consumers [19].  

The consumers are classified into three categories: clean, 

suspect and prohibited. Clean includes those consumers which 

are trustworthy, those which never sends any harmful 

messages or never induced any attacks. Suspect includes 

those consumers who had some messages dropped due to high 

probability of dangerous content in the message. For 

consumers in suspicious list, Security service request further 

credentials to ensure that they are trustworthy. Prohibit 

includes consumers who have induced an attack and they are 

not allowed to access the service [17].  

Advantages 

It can efficiently predict possible attacks. Enhanced security 

is provided by classifying service consumers. 

Disadvantages 

The compatibility of newly deployed security with service 

provider and service consumer is not tested, i.e. there is no 

proper auditing. As a result unnecessary dropping of XML 

packet occurs. 

C. SOA Information Security Frameworks 

It proposes an SOA information security framework, based 

on components, which consist of variety of controls that can 

minimize the challenges of SOA information security [20]. 

These controls collectively provide direction for strategic, 

management/operational and technical levels to implement 

SOA information security. Management and executives can 
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use the framework as a reference for implementing SOA 

information security. 

The controls used in the frame work ensure that day-to-day 

IT operations are within an organization. In the proposed 

framework each component within a level provides direction 

to those managerial levels such as strategic, 

managerial/operational, and technical regarding SOA 

information security [21]. 

SOA information security component provides directions at 

strategic level. The SOA information security governance 

component develops best practices for design, development, 

deployment, maintenance, versioning and testing of service 

contracts and services. Strategic management must decide 

how these policies become enforceable and how security 

policies must be aligned to current IT information practices 

[22]. 

The components at management/operational level is 

responsible for ensuring that service contracts and services are 

designed and deployed, service contracts, services and service 

inventories are protected, security state information is 

maintained and employees are familiar with SOA information 

security policies, practices and frameworks [22]. The 

components at technical level provides directions for 

implementing standards and technologies, which allow 

service contracts and services to interact with one another, in 

a secure manner. The SOA information security model 

provides feedback such as auditing of security state 

information, to the SOA information security management 

component [22]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. SOA Information Security framework [10] 

 

Advantages 

The framework provides managers and developers with 

effective information security components for an SOA. 

It provides guidelines and controls which addresses SOA 

information security challenges. 

 Disadvantages 

The proposed framework can be used by organization as a 

starting point only. 

The framework concentrates on security at managerial level. 

D. Security Framework For Service Oriented Architecture:- 

Catherina Candolin 

The security framework proposed in the framework relies 

on following security architecture showed in Fig. 5. 

The architecture is based on Internet Protocol stack with 

two additions, the host layer and packet layer. In the 

architecture, the network infrastructure is protected physically 

or with some radio level schemes on MAC layer using link 

encryption and authentication, on the packet layer using 

packet level authentication (PLA) [23]. The communication 

level is protected on the network level mainly with IPsec and 

IKE protocol for key exchange. The host layer based on HIP 

architecture adds a cryptographic namespace to the Internet 

stack, thus enabling authentication, mobility, multi homing 

and easier IPV4 to IPV6 transition. The transport layer 

provides services such as data origin authentication, 

confidentiality and integrity verification [23]. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed SOA Framework-Catherina Candolin [9] 

 

Advantages 

Layer wise security service classification is provided. 

The security framework defines what are the services 

deployed at various levels and by what means. 

Disadvantages 

Issues related to key revocations. Two issues in key 

revocations are spreading of revocation information and 

storing of revocation information at nodes. Spreading 

involves broadcasting that have the risk that everyone may 
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not receive broad cast. Storing is a heavy burden for small 

user devices. 

Issues related to Service aggregation. The storage 

requirements as well as processing time would be too huge 

IV. ANALYSIS 

The different frameworks analyzed in the paper are Security 

framework against Web Service XML attacks, Intelligent 

Security and Access Control Framework over SOA, SOA 

Information Security Frameworks, and Security Frameworks 

for SOA. The Analysis result shows that Intelligent Security 

and Access Control over SOA provide better security 

compared with other frameworks. 

Table 1 analyzes various security features offered by 

different frameworks and protection it offers from potential 

threats. Table 2 analyzes various security frameworks that 

meet the key security requirements. From Table 2, it is clear 

that Intelligent Security and Access Control framework meet 

all the security requirements for an SOA framework. 

 
TABLE I 

FRAMEWORKS SECURITY FEATURES AND POSSIBLE RISKS 

 

Framework 
Major Security 

Feature Used 

Protection from 

Possible Threats 

A new Security 

Framework 

against Web 

Service XML 

attacks in SOA 

XML Encryption 

and XML 

signatures 

WSDL attacks 

(WSDL Scanning, 

WSDL tampering), 

XML attacks 

(Recursive Payloads, 

Oversized Payloads  

Intelligent 

Security and 

Access Control 

over SOA 

Mining 

(Association, 

OLAP cube, 

clustering) 

SOAP attacks 

SOA Information 

Security 

Frameworks 

Strategic level 

security using 

components 

Service Contracts, 

Service States 

,Service inventories 

Security 

Framework for 

Service Oriented 

Architecture 

Packet Level 

Authentication, 

Information Key 

Exchange 

Phishing attacks  

 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper various security frameworks for Service 

Oriented Architecture has been analyzed. All the four security 

frameworks have advantages and disadvantages. Among the 

various security frameworks analyzed, intelligent security and 

access control over SOA is found to be more efficient, since it 

meets most of SOA security requirements. The future work 

will be focused on extending intelligent access control for 

SOA by incorporating auditing for testing the compatibility of 

newly created policies with service consumer before 

deploying it in the service provider’s side and by 

collaborating proper training data to the mining algorithm for 

greater and efficient results. 
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